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Issue No.37

EDITORIAL
Of Moulood and Barakats
Commemorating the birth of our beloved Prophet(s)
on the 12th of Rabi-el-Owal, popularly known as
Moulood, is a long established tradition amongst
Cape Muslims, and is known as one of the 'big
nights' on the local Muslim calendar. While each
mosque has a slightly different programme, the
recitation of the riwayats of Birzanji followed by the
ashraqal is fairly standard. Afterwards refreshments
are served and/or barakats are handed out to all the
attendees. At Boorhaanol it is no different, with the
handing out of plates of cakes accompanied by some
fresh fruit a highlight to many after a long
programme.
Practice Stopped
Except that many years ago it was different, in that
the mosque committee decided that handing out
barakats was unnecessary and stopped the practice.
The rationale back then in the seventies, was that
there were many incomplete mosques on the Cape
Flats that could benefit by a donation to complete
some aspect of the mosque project, be it the carpeting, the plumbing or the electricity. Thus for several
years the mosque committee of the Boorhaanol
Movement would annually select an incomplete
mosque and in consultation with the committee of
the chosen mosque, decide on an aspect to be completed via a cash donation and labour services.
Dwindling Attendance
Except that after a few years the practice was
stopped when it was realised that attendance on
moulood evenings at the Boorhaanol mosque had
dwindled significantly on account of the absence of
barakats at the end. The practice of handing out
barakats was then reinstituted.

November 2018

Emulating the Prophetic
Example
All praise and thanks are due to Allah who in His infinite
mercy and love sent to us the best of all creation, our
nabee Muhammad (s) as a source of guidance. Allah says
of the Prophet (s):
“And We have not sent you, [O Muhammad], except as a mercy to the
worlds." (21:107)

"There has certainly come to you a Messenger from among yourselves.
Grievous to him is what you suffer; [he is] concerned over your wellbeing
and to the believers is he full of kindness and merciful."
(Quran: 9:128)

The Muslim's faith cannot be complete unless he loves the Prophet (peace and
blessings of Allah be upon him) above all others. It was narrated that Anas
said: The Prophet (peace and blessings of Allah be upon him) said: “No one of
you truly believes until I am dearer to him than his father, his son, his own
self and all the people.” [Narrated by al-Bukhaari, 15; Muslim, 44]
One of the scholars said: If a person thinks of the benefits that he has been
given through the Prophet (peace and blessings of Allah be upon him), through
whom Allah brought him forth from the darkness of kufr into the light of faith,
he will realize that he is the cause of his soul remaining forever in eternal bliss,
and he will understand that this benefit is greater than all others. So the
Prophet ( pbuh) deserves that his share of a person's love should be greater
than anyone else's.
I draft these few words all the way from Australia, a land where Islam is
currently being viewed with much suspicion, against a backdrop of deliberate
.... continued on page 2

.... continued on page 2

MOULOOD PROGRAMME

Salawaat, lecture, Qasidas,
Riwayahs and Ashraqal
Monday Night
19 November 2018
commencing after Magrib
(See detailed programme on page 12)
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Jumuah Collections at Masjied Boorhaanol Islam

agm

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

2018

The date for the
AGM of the
Boorhaanol Islam
Movement is set to
be finalized soon
and a separate
email will be sent
to all mureeds
informing them of
the details. This
AGM is particularly important in that a new
executive committee will be elected as per the
amended Constitition, and a special appeal is
made to everyone to attend so that the
Movement' s administration can be properly
executed. Nominations for the various posts
on the executive can be forwarded to the
Secretary before the AGM, or nominations are
valid from the floor at the AGM.

Editorial

..... continued from page 1

Lessons to be Learnt
That historic saga holds many lessons, and combined with the plethora of social and spiritual ills
besetting our contemporary society, provides much
food for thought as we celebrate the birth of our
beloved Rasool(s), a man whose pride was being
with the poor, as well as being sent as a mercy unto
mankind.
The first lesson is that an active and activist committee are the true trustees of the mosque, and it
behoves each Muslim, young and old, male or female, to make themselves available for such service.
Secondly, Muslim organisations need to straddle
that fine balance between pragmatism and dogmatism, to decide on those policies and issues that are
negotiable or non-negotiable, or whether the end
justifies the means or not.
Finally, the Cape Muslim community is still beset by
the rich mosque-poor mosque dichotomy, with not
only the material but also the human ulema resources poorly distributed.
An active programme of twinning a rich mosque
with a poor one, much like the Prophet(s) did between the Ansaar and the Muhaajireen, would go a
long way towards the spiritual and material upliftment of those Muslims who need assistance.
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Moulood Message

.... continued from page 1

attempts to tarnish the image of our faith. The strongest defence for us as a
Muslim minority is to live the prophetic example in our daily lives. Every Muslim is
an ambassador for Islam and a reflection on our beloved nabee (s). Just as the
prophet (S) displayed the best levels of conduct, even to his enemies, it is for us as
his ummah to follow in his example by striving to be the best of all people through
our love, mercy, care, generosity and truthfulness. Whether at home or work, at
school or on the sports field or simply waiting in traffic or standing in a queue, let
the beauty of our nabee (s) shine through our interaction with those around us.
Professing to love the Prophet (S) might be easy, but the true test of our love is
shown in our emulation of his sunnah.

Say: If you love Allah, then follow me, Allah will love you and forgive you your
faults, and Allah is Forgiving, Merciful. (3:31)

ِﱠ
آﻣﻨﻮا َ ﱡ
ﺻﻠﻮا
َ وﻣﻼﺋﻜﺘﻪ ُ َ ﱡ
ُ َ اﻟﺬﻳﻦ
ﻳﺼﻠﻮن َ َﻋﻠﻰ اﻟﱠِ ﱢ
َُ َ ِ َ َ َ اﻟﻠﻪ
َ ِ ﱠإن ﱠ
َ ﻨﺒﻲ َﻳﺎ َأﱡﻳَـﻬﺎ
ِ
ِ ََ
ﺗﺴﻠﻴﻤﺎ
ْ
ُ ﻋﻠﻴﻪ َ َ ﱢ
ً ْ َ وﺳﻠﻤﻮا

“Allah and His angels send blessings on the Prophet: O you that believe! Send
your blessings on him, and salute him with all respect” (Surah Al Ahzab 56).
Allahuma salli a'laa Muhammad wa 'alaa aali hi wa sah bi hi wa sallam
Wassalaamu alaikum waragmatullahi
wabarakaatuh
Sheikh Muhammad West
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East West where is Sheikh?
Sheikh Muhammad West, Imam at the Boorhaanol Islam Mosque in Bo-Kaap, often gets invited to share his
insights on various topics. Sheikh is also a leading member of Al Kauthar, an international Islamic body dedicated to promoting Islam. Readers interested in obtaining transcripts of some of the material here under can
contact him at westmuhammad@gmail.com

Since the advent of the Islamic New Year 1440 in
August, Sheikh Muhammad West's intellectual journeys have far outnumbered his physical ones. The
Boorhaanol Movement's inaugural WhatsIslam
series 'The Women around the Messenger(s)', has
revolved mainly around Sheikh having to prepare
as well as broadcast a lecture of about 20 minutes
every Monday and Wednesday for the past 3
months. Such a project requires tremendous discipline and
intellectual rigour, and we are profoundly grateful to the Almighty for granting Sheikh the strength and capacity to do so.
The month of September was Heritage month, and Sheikh
dedicated 3 of his Jumuah lectures exploring the topic as it
pertains to Cape Muslims. Thereafter Sheikh has embarked
upon his current series on Rizq, how we can place barakah in
our earnings by conforming to Quranic guidelines.
In early October Sheikh revisited Ilm Street, a scary exploration with over 300 spellbound participants about our inevitable journey after death.
Currently Sheikh is Down Under, combining business with a lecture tour in Perth where he will
present the Mothers of the Nation Al Kauthar course before returning to our shores on the
26th November, Insha-Allah.

Nightmare on Ilm Street - Night of the Dead
It was very dark as she was lowered into the grave. It was a frightening journey watched by over 300
people, with Sheikh Muhammad West among the crowd.
This simulated burial formed part of the dramatic Nightmare on Ilm Street, an exploration
of what happens when we die and in the
barzagh. Presented by Sheikh Muhammad West
on a beautiful evening in Bo-Kaap on Saturday
6th October, the large crowd packed onto the
forecourt in front of the Boorhaanol Centre to
familiarise themselves with our inevitable fate.
There were lots of questions from the crowd, especially women who
seldom get the opportunity to witness a live burial in a maqbara. Feedback from participants was very positive and it is clearly an event that
needs repeating.

Marriage Course A Winner
On Sunday 4th November 2018, Boorhaanol presented a one day marriage course
hosted by Sheikh Muhammad West and Maulana Aashiq Hill at Boorhaanol House in
Bo-Kaap. The number of participants totalled 11, consisting of 5 engaged couples and 1
individual, seated around a big round table, with males and females on opposite sides
of the table. This congenial arrangement allowed for good interactions and feedback
from the participants, especially the format of the course. There is every likelihood that
the course will be repeated in December, Insha-Allah.
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Thousands in Muharram 1440 March
On Sunday 16th September 2018, the Bo-Kaap was transformed into a kaleidoscope of colour as
thousands of young and not-so-young participated in this annual festival. Under the theme of ' Paying
Tribute to the Pioneers of Islam and their Countries of Origin' , four of our auliya who lie buried at
the Tana Baru and 8 countries from which Cape Muslims originated were recognized. Led by the
Habibia Pipe Brigade, the procession started at the Boorhaanol Centre and passed several
landmarks in the area. Along the way the kids were treated at several stations with toys, eats and
novelties, and upon their return to the Boorhaanol Centre, all were treated with lunch. The
Boorhaanol Movement would like to thank everyone who played a part in making this year's
Muharram March such a great success, Alghamdulillah.
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HAJJ REFLECTIONS
Millions of Muslims globally undertake the annual hajj pilgrimage to experience the
spiritual pinnacle of their lives. Boorhaanol caught up with Isma-eel and Nabilah
Dollie who had performed the holy journey this year to find out about their
experiences. Both Nabilah and Isma-eel hail from well-known families in the BoKaap. Nabilah is the daughter of Zarir and Gabebah Jassiem, and the grand-daughter
of the late Sheikh Tayb Jassiem, for many years the Imam of the Leeuwen St mosque
in the Bo-Kaap. Isma-eel is the son of Ganief and Shaheeda Dollie, as well as the
grandson of Ismail (Boeta Mai) and Fatima Khan, of Ella St in the Bo-Kaap.
Prodigiously talented during his sporting days, Isma-eel currently serves on the
executive as the National Players Representative Manager of My Players, the official
body representing the interests of all professional rugby players in this country.
Q1. Thank you both for your willingness to
share your Hajj experiences with our
readers. Let's start by asking you to recall
your feelings when you first knew that you
were definitely accepted to undertake the
holy pilgrimage.
It was a feeling of being honored to be
chosen as one of Allah's guests. The reality
then dawned that we needed to get our
affairs in order and prepare as best as we
can for the journey of our lives.
Q2. Cape Muslim culture is renowned for
its rich Hajj traditions, from personal
greetings to Kramat visits and hectic
numbers of well-wishers before your
departure. Can you reflect on the social,
spiritual and emotional benefits of these
interactions to your trip?
Imam Ismail Davids with his Hajj classes was
very instrumental in preparing us mentally
and spiritually. Visiting the Kramats added
that extra bit of Kaapse spirituality and
tradition in emphasizing the role our
Muslim forefathers played in the integration
and establishment of Islam at the Cape.

wooden hut into a modern architectural
masterpiece.
Q4. Thereafter you left for Mecca. Where
did you don the Ihraam and tell us about
your first encounter with the House of
Allah.
We donned our Ihraam at the hotel in
Medina but made our group niyyah at Bir
Ali. The journey from Medina was long and
tiresome. We left after Thuhr and got to
Makkah almost at midnight. Seeing the
Kaabah is an experience which is personal.
The energy and buzz when entering the
Masjid al Haram is evident. We were led by
Sheikh Faiek Basardien, with Sheihk Yusuf

Q5. The sacred city of Mecca is undergoing
massive changes- how did these affect the
pilgrims and your spiritual experience?
We made peace with ourselves that there
will always be construction. We were on
Umrah in 2014 and it was much worse. So
algamdurillah we were fortunate this time
around much of the construction had been
completed.
Q6. Did you get an
opportunity to visit
any of the Ziyaarat
places, eg Jannatul
Baqee, etc. Any advice
for intending pilgrims?
Lots of walking in
extreme conditions,
temperature
consistently 41 - 45
degrees, so GET FIT!!
Drink lots of water and
zam-zam.

Visiting friends and family when leaving for
hajj can be a tiresome experience. However,
before we departed, we were eternally
grateful for the overwhelming number of
well wishers and prayers we received. These
prayers carried us especially when we
reflected home and prayed in the Haraams
when sending our salaams.

Q7. What were your abiding memories of
Mecca?
Visiting the grave of Sayidina Khadijah(ra).
We could not physically lift up our hands to
make dua due to the presence of Asgharis
at the entrance.

Q3. You went to Medina first- how long
were you there and tell us about your
highlights.
We were in Medina for a week. The most
peaceful and respectful place you could
ever experience. This is evident in the
mannerisms and general behavior of the
locals and the atmosphere just oozes with
respect for our beloved Prophet SAW.
Visiting the Medina museum was an eye
opener, the experience has visual
representations of how the Haram and the
Prophet's mosque transformed from a
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Philander reading the dua before entering.
We entered through the King Abdul Aziz
entrance. Once our eyes made contact with
the Kaabah it sent a feeling of gratitude,
honour and lots of emotion, being in the
front row with millions of people behind
you in other countries facing the same way.

Being able to Salaah in the Hijr Ismaeel
together. This experience was a small
miracle. With the Haram being at its fullest,
we made our intention to salaah sunnah
salaahs in the Hijr Ismael. Algamdulillah,
from the start of the circumambulation of
the tawaaf we began walking straight
towards the Hijr. It took us about 10
seconds to reach the entrance untouched,
algamdulillah. Then we realized the power
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of intention and Dua in this mustajab place.
Q8. The tent city of Mina has been the
scene of several major human
catastrophes in recent years and remains a
huge logistical challenge. How did you find
it?
Things have changed, very structured
camps with co-ordination when pelting.
Q9. The day of Wuquf at Arafah is the
spiritual pinnacle of
every Muslim's life.
Which moments stand
out in your mind on that
day?
Being able to
walk to Jabal
Raghma from
our camp and
spend some
time on the
mountain
making dua.
Standing in front
of Allah! The time
flew by very
quickly.
Q10. What
role did
agencies like
your travel
agent and
SAHUC play
in
facilitat
ing
your
hajj?

They were excellent, very helpful. Massive
Shukran to the thankless job they do!
Q11. Based on your
experiences, what advice
would you give intending
pilgrims?
Enjoy the experience,
make the most of every
opportunity! You are the
chosen ones. Make
extra prayers
(salaahs) in both
Harams.

profound advice!
Q13. Any other overriding lessons or
memories that will stay with you?
Attend Hajj Classes and get a solid base on
what the journey entails. Gratitude and
thanks to the One and Only for affording us
this once-in-a-life-time opportunity.
Thank you very much Isma-eel and Nabilah
and may Allah Almighty grant both of you
a Hajj Mabroer and Hajj Maqbool, InshaAllah.

Q12. A lot of preparation goes
into the performance of hajj.
What would your
recommendations be to fellow
hujjaaj as to the maintenance
and continuation of this beautiful
experience?
One can easily get caught up in
the worldly affairs when you get
back home. This is a challenge as
the hajj journey entailed praying,
eating and sleeping with not
much responsibility. A fellow
Hujjaaj mentioned to me that Hajj
is a game changer, once we return
back to our normal lives we
cannot be the same person we
were before. This was quite
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5

years ago ...................
MUSLIM MARRIAGE CERTIFICATE

In Islam the institution of marriage is both sacred and strongly encouraged, yet its
legality has yet to be finalized since Muslims arrived here more than 300 years ago.
Muslim couples are profoundly disadvantaged by this, with Muslim women
suffering even worse when issues like inheritance and divorce confront them.
Imam Abdul Bassier was officially appointed as the Imam of the Boorhaanol
Mosque in Longmarket St in Bo-Kaap in the year 1910 and served the congregation
for the next 52 years till his death in August 1962. He was succeeded a month later
by his son Imam Abdurahman Bassier who in turn served the community for the
next 42 years till his death in 2004.

The document on this page is a random example from the
archival book of 'Certificates of Moslem Marriage' in which
Imam Abdurahman Bassier (IAB) issued a marriage certificate
(mc) to couples who had been married by his father.

IAB signed on behalf of his father, the husband and the wife;

l

Many of the marriages took place in the twenties and
thirties when documentation was highly unlikely;
It is likely that IAB issued these mc's on basis that he
witnessed their lives;
While these mc's cannot make the marriage official, what is
its legal standing?

l

Several interesting features are illustrated in this phenomenon
which commenced on the 28th October 1962, soon after the
succession occurred.
Boorhaanol Islam Movement Newsletter
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The Women
Around the
Messenger (S)

i
WhatsIslam
Learning via WhatsApp
Powered by Boorhaanol Islam

We are extremely grateful to Allah Almighty for making possible the smooth functioning of this series of lectures by Sheikh
Muhammad West on essential Islamic knowledge by modern communication tools.
It is only through His Mercy, as underlined in Ayatul Kursi in the Holy Quran, that Knowledge can be made available at the click of
a button simultaneously to thousands of people spread far and wide.
For the past 15 weeks, a 20 minute lecture prepared by Sheikh on one of the Prophet's wives, has been sent at 7-30pm on
Mondays and Wednesdays to all those who have registered for the course. The lecture is sent via WhatsApp as an audio file, as
well as course notes in pdf format. It is estimated that this course has another 10 weeks to be completed, thus we extend our
sincere thanks to Sheikh for a truly admirable job done thus far. May Allah (swt) grant him health and strength to complete the
course, Insha-Allah.
Course Content
The course content has been
fascinating, with Sheikh, in his
inimitably clear and concise
style, shedding light on an
integral part of the history of
Islam. The adjacent panel
consists of a table with the
names of the wives of the
Prophet(s), the duration of each
marriage and the key reason for
the marriage.
Thus far the course has
completed the history of Khadija
in 5 lessons, Sawdah in 3,
Aaishah in 10, Hafsah in 4,
Zaynab bint Khuzaymah in one
and Umm Salamah in two.

Voice of the Cape
The series is currently also
broadcast on the community
radio station Voice of the Cape
on Tuesdays and Thursdays.
If you are interested in receiving
the audio and pdf components
of the course, please
sms/WhatsApp your name and
surname to telephone 084 222
1308 and you will be added to
the distribution list at no cost to
you.

No. Name

His age at
marriage

Her age Duration
at
of
Reasons for marriage
marriage marriage

1

Khadija bint Kuwayalid

25

40

25

She was the love of his life. Up until the age of 50 he
never knew another woman other than her.

2

Sawdah bint Zama’a

53

55*

9

Senior woman whose husband had died. Married to
maintain household of the prophet (s) after Khadeejah
(RA) death.

3

‘Aaishah bint Abi Bakr

54

9

8

Following the command from Allah. To further
strengthen the bond with Abu Baker RA. Allah selected
her to preserve the deen.

4

Hafsah bint Umar

55

20

7

A pious woman whose husband was martyred and her
father (Umar RA) looked for a husband. To strengthen the
bond with

5

Zaynab bint Khuzayma

55

30

2

Most generous woman of Madinah. Widow when her
husband was martyred at Badr, she offered herself in
marriage to the Prophet (peace and blessings of Allah be
upon him)

6

Umm Salamah Hind bint Abi
Umayya (RA)

55

30

7

Husband died after Uhud. Had 4 small children. She
refused the proposal of Umar RA and Abu Baker RA and
then accepted the proposal of the Prophet (pbuh)

7

Zaynab bint Jahsh

57

37

5

Married under the instruction of Allah to make clear the
laws with regards to adopted sons.

8

Juwayriyya bint al-Harith
(RA)

58

20

4

Daughter of the chief. Taken as prisoner of war. Prophet
(pbuh) freed her and offered to marry her so as to bring
her tribe to Islam

9

Umm Habiba Ramla bint Abu
Sufyan

58

34

4

Daughter of Abu Sufyan. Marriage to her while she was a
widowed refugee in Abyssinia. Attempt to soften Abu
Sufyan’s heart.

10

Safiyah bint Huyayyh

58

18

4

Daughter of chief. Taken prisoner of war. Freed her and
married her hoping to bring a closer relationship with
the Jewish community.

11

Maria al-Qibtiyya

58

20s*

4

Gifted to him by the rulers of Egypt.

12

Maymunah bint al-Harith alHilaliyah

59

35

3

She proposed to the prophet (pbuh) after her husband
died. Tried to use her marriage as a means to soften the
heart of the Quraish.
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boorhaanol
nursery & pre-primary school

Report by Principal Manager Nuha Dramat
Assalamu alaykum warahmatullaahi wabarakatu
Every breath we take and every moment we
experience is truly a blessing. In contemplation
we realize that the cycles of the year is there
for a purpose and we only need to be
conscious and awake to know that it's all
special, good and for our spiritual growth.
That being said, there are periods of higher
vibration, where our hearts are more open
and receptive to the love of Allah (SWT). The
month of Rabi-Al-Awwal is definitely one of
these periods as it is the month of the birth of
the prophet of Islam, our beloved Messenger
Muhammad (SAW).
Change & growth
The Boorhaanol Nursery has been blessed
with a year of great change and growth. We
started the year with many structural
challenges. Through true faith in Allah (SWT)
as well as keeping our focus on the Sunnah of
Nabi Muhammad (SAW), we managed to
resolve most of our challenges. Amongst
these; we resolved issues on water and
electricity with the city; we installed a JOJO
tank, an automated remote control system
and a whirly bird cooling system. The best of
all, the management board of the school has
now decided to bring the entire school down
to Boorhaanol House in Dorp Street. This also
opens the Boorhaanol Centre for exciting new
projects in 2019 and beyond, Insha-Allah
Ameen.

school to start primary school (8 December)
l

Visit to the “Polka Draai Farm” to pick
strawberries (12 December)

It is the collective, the day to day learning, the
school excursions and the special events that

their dedicated service and loyalty to the
Boorhaanol and wish them well in all their
future endeavours:
l Muhsina Benito (13 years' service)
l Ruweida Williams (12 years' service)
l Zubeida Adams (5 years)
l Zaakirah Salie (4 years)
l Dawood Petersen ( 4 years)

End of Year
The end of the year as usual is a very exciting
and busy time at the school. This is the time
where we wrap up everything and see how
well our little ones have progressed through
all the opportunities we offered them. Preschool is about concrete and semi-concrete
learning where we teach the necessary
emergent skills for spiritual/religious, social,
emotional, life skills ,reading and writing
development. Parents entrust their little ones
with us and collectively we take on the
Amaanah to do the best we can to ensure that
each child grows at his/her own pace. Our key
focus is to ensure a love for learning in all
areas. Exciting ventures undertaken in the last
term included:
l

Supporting the Sunflower Foundation

l

Visit to the World of Birds

l

Our annual school concert – “On the Other
Side”

l

Summer fun day ( 30 November )

l

Graduation of the learners leaving the

Muhsina Benito

Ruweida Williams

Zaakirah Salie

Zubeida Adams

Dawood Petersen

Creating Opportunities
contributes to the total development of the
child. As the year closes we are entirely
grateful for having had the experiences and
take the lessons with an open heart, knowing
it is ALL GOOD!
Staff Changes
We have a number of staff members leaving at
the end of December, some due to retirement
and others to explore new ventures. We
humbly thank the following staff members for
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As the “Wind of Change” is blowing, we have
much to be grateful, Algamdulillaah. So we
enter 2019, with only good intentions to do
what we do best; “Creating Opportunities” for
the betterment of not only the individuals but
the community as a whole. As 2019
approaches, we make duah for a prosperous
year filled with Barakah and Ghayr in all
spheres! Ameen.
Was Salaam, Nuha
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JANAZAHS

Appeal for Newsletter
Back Copies

Our Imamat Team and Committee wish to convey
their sincerest condolences to the families on the
demise of their loved ones, and apologize for
unintentionally omitting anyone :

The Boorhaanol Newsletter has a long and rich
history of recording and reflecting the customs,
events, controversies, traditions, personalities
and authors of Cape Muslims over the past 50
years.

FOR THE BOORHAANOL RECORD ...

n Hadji Ebrahim Jakoet, father of Dr's Fuad and

Yusuf Jakoet of 256 Longmarket Street, BoKaap - 18th September 2018
n Washiela Hoosain (nee Du Toit), wife of Abdul

Gani of Chicktays of 155 Joubert Street,
Goodwood - 18th September 2018
n Hadji Karriem Fredericks of 57 Chiappini

Street, Bo-Kaap - 19th September 2018
n Imam Salie Davids of the Salaamudien Masjid

Lentegeur - 19th September 2018
n Fatima Salie, daughter of the late Abubakaa

(Kaatjie) and Aneesa Salie of 61 Lion Street,
Bo-Kaap - 7th October 2018
n Mymoena Salie, wife of the late Sh

Abduragheem Salie of 2 Nerina Street, Parow
North - 16th October 2018
n Sh Fuad Isaacs, Imam at Masjidul Quds, of

Boundary Road, Schaapkraal - 19th October
2018
n Munier Ganief, son of the late Sh Ismail

Ganief of Chatham Road, Salt River - 26th
October 2018
n Hadji Mymoena Higgins, aunt of Ighsaan

From humble beginnings in 1966 when it was
launched as a platform to stay connected to
those mureeds who had been forcibly removed
to the Cape Flats under the notorious Group
Areas Act of the Apartheid Government, its
content has steadily grown to embrace a wider
repertoire and its readership a more diverse
outlook.
While it became a casualty of its own success in
the nineties when it was morphed into other
publications, it has made a comeback over the
last few years in an electronic format.
Believe it or not, there are some issues of the
Boorhaanol Newsletter of which the
Publications Committee has no copies. This is
proving to be a major stumbling block as the
Committee needs to digitalise the full set of
Newsletters for archival, research and
publication purposes.
Urgent Appeal for Missing Issues
We thus extend an urgent appeal to anyone,
especially those associated with the Movement
in the seventies and eighties, to scour their
cupboards for the missing issues listed
hereunder:
Volume Number

Higgins of Coronation Road, Walmer Estate 27th October 2018
n Hadji Amiena Salie, wife of Imam

Abduraghmaan Salie of Park Road, Wynberg 27th October 2018
n Hadji Yusuf Ederies (formerly of Bloem Street,

Bo-Kaap) - 28th October 2018
n Hadji Asa Jakoet, mother of Dr's Fuad and

Yusuf Jakoet of 256 Longmarket Street, BoKaap - 7th November 2018
n Imam Yasien Harris,

Imam at Suleimaneyah
Mosque, William Street,
Woodstock - 15th
November 2018

Year

4

2

1971

7

1

1977

7

2

1977

11

3

1978

12

1

1978

14

4

1981

18

3

1985

19

4

1986

20

1, 2, 3

1987

Anyone with knowledge of whereabouts of
these missing issues are requested to phone
the Boorhaanol office at 021 424 1864, or Hadji
Taliep Salie at 021 424 9365.
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BOORHAANOL

S E I S H I N K I A M O TO B U
H A K A R AT E

The year 2018 has been a very exciting one for Motobu ha Seishinkai Shitoryu. Sensei Samira Davids and Sempia Ameroh Froude received their
Uwkfsa colours, in the process achieving top honours.
Destiny 2018 was the next highlight. The
students did extremely well by ranking
highest in their various categories and their
hard work was thoroughly tested as the
competition was very high. We would like
to thank our parents and guardians for all
their support.
It is also the end of the year time for the
students and all of them are looking
forward to the grading. Hopefully we might
have some upcoming new junior black
belts, Insha-Allah Ameen.
We will be having our prize-giving soon,
thus in the next issue be sure to discover
who received top honours for 2018.
We would also like to thank the instructors
for all their hard work.
If you have any enquiries please contact
Shihan Cassiem at Tel.073 150 4363 or
Sensei Samira at Tel.063 076 6950.

USEFUL CONTACT
NUMBERS

CALENDER OF EVENTS
Sunday 18 November 2018
RAMPIE-SNY
14h00-18h00
Masjid Boorhaanol Islam

Hadji Taliep Salie (Co-ordinator) - Tel. 021 424 9365, 084 307 5204

Monday 19 November 2018

Sheikh Muhammad West - Tel.021 911 2360, 082 785 0032

MOULOOD-UN-NABI

Yusrah Salaam (Boorhaanol Office) - Tel.021 424 1864

Masjid Boorhaanol Islam

Nuha Dramat (Nursery School Principal) - Tel.021 423 7690

Monday April 2019

Masturah Adams (Social Welfare) - Tel.021 424 2759, 083 286 2480

LAYLATUL MI’RAJ
Masjid Boorhaanol Islam

M Saied Solomons (Masjid Chairman) - Tel.021 424-4629, 083 6280064

Saturday 20 April 2019

Yusuf Johaar (Vice Masjid Chairman) - Tel. 021 423-6916, 083 732 7301

LAYLATUL BARAAH (RUWA)
Masjid Boorhaanol Islam

Abdul Muhaimin Bassier (BPDC Convenor) - Tel. 084 222 1308

Monday 6 May 2019

Akbar Allie (Nursery School Chairman) - Tel. 082 962 8553

1st Taraweeg Salaah
Masjid Boorhaanol Islam

Wednesday 5 June 2019
Eid-ul-Fitr
Masjid Boorhaanol Islam

8

Sensei Cassiem Davids (Karate) Tel.021 423 7047
Isgaak Abrahams (Boorhaanol Centre Custodian) Tel.073 567 3073
NOTE: For any urgent or emergency matter, contact Hadji Taliep Salie at
the above numbers and he will direct you further.
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Moulood-un-Nabi
Monday 19 November 2018 - 12 Rabi-al-Awwal 1440

Programme
1.

Magrib Salaah

2.

Welcome & Introduction

3.

Salawaat (in tune) - led by bilal team
4 Handing out of Rampies

4.

Talk : Nabi Muhammad (SAW): His mission to the A'alamin
– Sh Dr Muhammad Ridwaan Gallant

5.

Eshaa salaah

6.

1st Riwayah - Ashaad Ryland, Shuaib Ismail, Deen Barden

7.

Second Riwayah - Yakeen Barden, Raeeq Khan, Sherwaan
Cummings & Thaaqib Ryland

8.

Third Riwayah - Thaaqib Ryland & Uthmaan Kannemeyer

9.

Fourth Riwayah - Group recital

10. Ashraqal
11. Duah
12. Serving of “Barakaat”

BOORHAANOL

ONLINE SHOP
AND PLEDGE LINE
Whether you are from Cape Town or any
City in the world, you can now shop for
your favourite Boeka Treats and other
Boorhaanol Publications and memorabilia
from the comfort of your home.
It also offers a pledge line allowing you to
make a contribution towards the mosque
or many social welfare and education
programmes offered by Boorhaanol.

When purchasing a product, the online
shopper is able to enter a delivery address
or choose one out of two collection
points, Bo Kaap or Athlone. Payments are
effected via debit and credit cards as well
as eft.
Our shop and pledge line can now also be
directly accessed via our two websites,
www.boekatreats.com and
www.boorhaanol.org.za.
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www.mobical.me

You may also follow the link
www.mobical.me/BIM/shop to the online
shop or www.mobical.me/BIM/28 to the
pledge line.
We encourage you to please share and
spread the word about our online shop
and pledge facility. And don't forget to
continue following us on Facebook &
Instagram as Boeka Treats is not only for
Ramadaan, but all year round!
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